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The goal is to provide as many non-medical grade face masks for personal use to the community as quickly as 
possible without compromising the safety of the wearers. There are so many who have stepped up to make masks 
both for the medical community and for citizens. Millions of masks must be made or purchased to ensure there are 
MASKS FOR ALL. We are a part of that effort. With the time sensitivity in mind, our initial recommendation is to 
make simple masks. The simpler the faster.  Simple and safe.  

 
Please consult the CDC guidelines for the current recommendations on the number of people that can 
safely gather and social distancing best practices. 
 

 

FACE MASK TYPES 
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends two methods of producing masks for personal use; a version 
that requires sewing and a version that does not (no-sew). Instructions are provided below for both methods. 

 
SEW METHOD 

• Instructions 

 
 

NO-SEW METHOD 
• Written Instructions 
• Video Tutorial 

 
RECOMMENDATION TO PREPARE FOR MAKING MASKS 

• Provide instructions or video to volunteers on how to produce masks. 
• Setup an area to cut the material using the instructed dimensions. 
• Provide masks and gloves for all volunteers. 
• Designate someone to ensure that the measurements are followed. 
• Ensure the workers practice social distancing. 
• Ensure the materials are cut and assembled properly. 
• Ensure the masks are packaged and marked properly. 

 
MATERIALS NEEDED 

• FABRIC (tightly woven, quilting fabric or cotton. 36” x 36” will make ten sewn masks or 1.5 no-sew masks) 
• STRAIGHT PINS 
• RUBBER BANDS (3” x 1/8”)           
• ONE-GALLON ZIPLOCK BAGS FOR PACKAGING MASKS 
• 1/8” OR 1/4" ELASTIC (two 6” pieces or 1’ per mask) 
• SEWING THREAD  
• BLACK SHARPIE MARKING PENS 
• SCISSORS 
• RULER OR MEASURING TAPE 
• MASKS, HAND SANITIZER & NITRILE GLOVES (for volunteers) 

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html
https://4285542b-1852-4ecd-96a0-268382553d9c.usrfiles.com/ugd/428554_acf2d00ae8ce4ad2a76147f2a066d859.pdf
https://4285542b-1852-4ecd-96a0-268382553d9c.usrfiles.com/ugd/428554_9375944a7e404291b250f875e0276471.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPx1yqvJgf4&feature=youtu.be
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ORGANIZING MASK PRODUCTION 
The most efficient way to make the masks is by dividing the process into two parts; mask assembly and mask 
sewing. There are two groups of volunteer workers – the assemblers and the sewists. Assemblers cut the 
material, pin the pieces together in preparation for sewing and do final assembly after the masks are sewn (for the 
Sewn Mask option). The sewists, by definition, sew the masks. 

 
Storing supplies. Supplies should be stored in a central location. Supplies needed by the those sewing the 
masks should be delivered to the locations as required. The sewists should know who to call when they need 
supplies. Ideally the materials will be at the same location as the assemblers. 
 
 
MASK PRODUCTION 

 
SEWN METHOD PRODUCTION 
 

Cutting & Assembly: Cutting and assembling the masks can be accomplished in a separate location from 
the sewing. There are two steps.   

 
Step 1 - Preparation for Sewing: The first step prepares the material to be sewn. The fabric is cut 
to size and the two pieces are pinned together.  

 
Step 2 - Final Assembly: The second step attaches the elastic to the sewn mask before the mask 
is given to the ultimate wearer. The preparation and assembly can be done at your place of 
worship or some other secure facility.  

 
You should maintain social distancing in the assembly area, ensuring that the assemblers have face 
masks and gloves.  If gloves are not available then they should use hand sanitizer, often. 

 
The assemblers should follow the CDC instructions on cutting the cloth and pinning it in preparation for 
sewing. Then the pre-sewn assembled masks should be placed in a Ziplock bag and the bag marked with 
the quantity of masks and the last name of the assembler and the name congregation name. The sewist 
will put the sewn masks in the same bag and write their last name under the assembler’s name. 

 
When the sewn masks are returned, the elastic bands can be inserted in the masks as the last step. A 
final check should be made to ensure the masks are properly assembled and then the person verifying the 
masks are correct places a check mark on the bag indicating the masks are ready for issue. 

 
Sewing: Typically, the sewing will take place, off site, in individual homes. Assembly is labor intensive and 
slows the sewist from sewing masks if he or she must both cut and sew. The goal is to make as many 
masks available as quickly as possible. The sewist should know who to call when they need more mask 
sets or sewing materials such as thread, needles, or machine oil. Encourage the sewists to use hand 
sanitizer and masks as well. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://4285542b-1852-4ecd-96a0-268382553d9c.usrfiles.com/ugd/428554_acf2d00ae8ce4ad2a76147f2a066d859.pdf
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NO–SEW METHOD PRODUCTION 
 

Advantages: Simple. Sewing machines are not required. 
 

Disadvantages: Uses 3 times the fabric. Pieces are not fastened. User must know how to refold masks.  
 

Mask Production. Cutting and assembling the masks can be accomplished in two steps.   
 

Step 1 - Cutting the Fabric: Cut the fabric into 20 in by 20 in squares.  
 

Step 2 - Final Assembling. Fold the masks, add the rubber bands, and place the completed 
masks in a Ziplock bag. Mark the number of masks in the bag.  

 
 
DELIVERING MASKS & SUPPLIES 

 
To ensure the manufacturing process is uninterrupted, someone should be designated to monitor supplies on 
hand. You should have supplies sufficient for at least one week’s production. Additional supplies should be 
purchased during the week to avoid interruption. 

 
You will need several volunteers to deliver assembled masks and supply to the sewists and to return the sewn 
masks for final assembly and distribution. 

 
Consider providing the volunteer deliverers with a $20 gas card.  

 
DISTRIBUTING MASKS 

 
Each congregation must decide when and where the masks will be distributed. This may be at your facility, home 
delivery for those who cannot travel, or at a designated drop off location.  

     


